But one factor which some auto shoppers may not be aware of is that the industry is aware of these dangers
and they aren’t going to honor warranties on vehicles guzzling the latest 15% ethanol blend unless you’ve got a
brand new car or one that is specifically rated as a ‘flex fuel vehicle.’
This is true. Historically, car manufacturer warranties have included language stating that the warranty if
void if the car runs on gasoline with more than 10% ethanol.

At least one reason for voiding the warranty is that “the extra ethanol could corrode plastic, rubber and
metal parts in cars not built to handle it,” as Hot Air states.
The blend issue is apparently limited to cars with a pre-2001 vintage, which means that the cost of higher
ethanol blends would likely to be borne disproportionately by consumers with older vehicles.

A 2012 study by Auto Alliance showed that some cars (model years 2001 to 2009) showed internal engine
damage as the result of using an ethanol fuel blend. Damage to the valves and valve seats was evident in
some of the cars tested. One of the 16 cars in the Auto Alliance study failed emissions compliance
standards, which means it emitted more pollution than allowed by the EPA. The study also showed that
cars running on E15 take a hit on gas mileage ‐‐ so they require more fuel to travel the same distance,
which counteracts the benefits of diluting it in the first place.
And more
http://www.fuel‐testers.com/list e10 engine damage.html
This is the same situation as when unleaded fuel was introduced on the premise that there would be a big
reduction in fuel emissions. Well the problem with that is that the catalytic convertor is
Required to heat up sufficiently to do its job and since most people only drive short distances the catalytic
convertors do not heat up sufficiently to do this and this results in more pollution with more
harmful carcinogenics than if there was lead in the fuel.
I just use lead additive in my older engines to offset this and luckily don’t need catalytic convertors on the
older cars.
Another aspect is that I have heard that it takes as much energy to extract the ethanol as what is saved
when used in a vehicle.
I think this “Ethanol Mandate” is just a political feel good that makes the Government look like it is doing
something for the environment when in fact the overall results are no better or
even worse for consumers with additional costs for fuel, repairs to engines, higher costs for distributors
and outlets.
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